
Mi Tailoring – WordPress Advance Plugin 
Installation and Setup Instruction 

 

Dependencies: 
 

1. WordPress 5.X 
2. PHP 7.2 – 7.X 
3. MySql 5X 
4. WooCommerce 

 

Installation Process: 
 

1. Unzip the file 
2. Upload wp-mi-tailoring.zip file to your WordPress plugins section 
3. After Successful Installation Create a page with name: Design Custom Shirt 
4. Must use the page slug: design-custom-shirt 
5. Now on this page add this shortcode: [mi-tailoring-wp]. This shortcode will 

appear the plugin to the frontend. 
 

 
After setup plugin screen 



Setup Process: 
 
There must be installed WooCommerce Plugin first. As mi tailoring working dependently on 
WooCommerce. After installing the plugin, there’s a menu will be visible in the wp-admin menu 
called Mi Tailoring. There need to setup all the items of the plugin. There are different sections 
of the plugin,  
 

1. Sleeves 
2. Fittings 
3. Collars 
4. Collar Stays 
5. Collar Stiffness 
6. Cuffs 
7. Pockets 
8. Plackets 
9. Back Shapes 
10. Back Yokes 
11. Bottom Cuts 
12. Buttons 
13. Threads 
14. Measurements 

 
So, before trying to add fabrics there need to setup those settings. Otherwise, the options in 
fabric upload will not be visible. 
 
 
Sleeve Setup 
 
To setup sleeve there need to go to the sleeves page from Mi Tailoring menu. Now just add the 
sleeve title and add image from the demo data folder. Here’s another field is required, which 
confirms that cuff will show on this sleeve or not. Just simply choose Yes/No from Show Cuff 
field and upload. 
 



 
 
 
Fittings Setup 
 
Do same as Sleeves. But there’s no cuffs related fields available here. Just add title and add 
fitting thumbnail. 
 

 
 
 
Collars Setup 
 
Do same as Sleeves. But there’s no cuffs related fields available here but there’s a field called 
price. Which will show your customer what will be the individual price of a collar. Just add title 



and add fitting thumbnail and price than save. If there’s no price just keep it blank or add zero 
(0). 
 

 
 
 
Collar Stays Setup 
 
Same as Collars Setup instruction. 
 

 
 
 
Collar Stiffness Setup 
 
Same as Collars and Collar Stays Instruction but there’s no pricing fields. 



 
 
 
Cuffs Setup 
 
Same as Collars Setup instruction, here’s also you can add price as well to show your customers 
about each cuff pricing. 
 

 
 
 
Pockets Setup 
 
Pockets need to add title, price, thumbnail and Button status. As different kind of pockets has 
different styles, some has buttons and some has not. So, there need a confirmation about the 



button status. Just simply choose Have Button field’s Yes/No and save the pocket. And by using 
the price you can show your customer about the pocket pricing. 
 

 
 
 
Placket Setup 
 
Placket is exactly same as pockets setup instruction. There’s also need to add title, thumbnail, 
price and Have Button. 
 

 
 
 



Back Shape Setup 
 
Back Shape is like Fittings Setup. Just fill the title and thumbnail. 
 

 
 
 
Back Yoke Setup 
 
As following the Back Shape Setup process. 
 

 
 
 
 



Bottom Cuts Setup 
 
As following the Back Shape Setup process. 
 

 
 
 
Buttons Setup 
 
Buttons setup is some different from other setups. It’s post type and it will be working as like 
posts or products. But with some custom fields from previous setup. 
 

 
 



On the adding button option there will be visible some options from the previous setup. Those 
are showing by measuring where the buttons will be added or not. And there you need to add 
buttons where the button will be available. If no button for a field, just keep it as it is. That can 
be replace later also. You can also show the additional price for button to your customers. 
 

 
 
 
Threads Setup 
 
Threads setup also as like button setup. But as threads are visible above and under a button, 
So, there’s need to add the threads for button hole and button thread. And another field is 
thread color code. The color code will work while a customer trying to choose color for his/her 
embroidery color. 
 

 



Measurements Setup 
 
Measurement setup is a really easy process. Only need to add the title and its icon and featured 
image. Which will show to the customers when they will try to added their measurement in the 
time of ordering. There’s another field called measurement video URL. If you want to add a 
video instead of the image, then just add a video URL and it will be showing in the customer 
end. Which will increase more customer engagement to your website. 
 

 
 
After completing uploading of all the sections and buttons, threads and measurement. The 
customer end will be showing the menus which will be like that. 
 

Adding measurement background image and 
icon from wp-admin 

Showing the background image and icon in the customer end 

Video showing in customer measurement if video added from the wp-admin 



 
 
But there’s no model showing for the fabric shape. As because we don’t add any fabric yet. So, 
now let’s go to setup fabrics first. 
 
 

Fabric Setup Process 
 
To add a fabric, we need to go to Products -> Add Product. Now here you can add a product as 
it is. But there’s another section called Mi Tailoring Option, which comes from our plugin 
options. And there you will find all those options you added before in our plugin end. That 
means there you will find the Sleeves, Fittings, Collars, Pockets, Plackets etc. 
 



 
 
And here you need to upload the fabric different parts as well by following and reading the 
instructions. If there’s any image is missing for any field, Just leave it as it is and upload others. 
After adding all the options just click save/publish and you will see the customer end result like 
below. 
 

 



Setup Process Finished 
Now Enjoy your Customer Experience 

 
 
 
 

 
For Fabric Support Please Contact Use Directly on, 

 
WhatsApp: +8801676707067 

mitailoring0@gmail.com | info@mitailoring.com 
Website: www.mitailoring.com 


